
English/Grammar/Spelling

AutoRef 1.2.0                                
                                                                              

This is a wonderful tool for students who write reports, essays and 
theses. Generate text styles frequently used in academic publications. Simply create 
and save the formats you want and use them in your documents. This is a great 
timesaver, especially when you're working with long essays with numerous references.   

Education-> Volume 228/August '96                        

Excalibur 2.2                                
                                                                              

Use this online spell checker and you'll never make a spelling mistake again. It checks 
all text documents - even the contents of the Clipboard. Create your own custom 
dictionaries. When an error is detected, it offers suggestions for the correct spelling. 
Business-> Volume 225/May '96                                
Desktop Publishing-> Volume 225/May '96            
Education-> Volume 225/May '96                              
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 225/May '96              

Hamlet                                                
                                                                              

"To be, or not to be?" Read the complete text to William Shakespeare's Hamlet. This 
HyperCard stack is arranged by scene to make it easy to read. Copy text directly from 
the stack and paste it into other documents. Search for 
any text, add bookmarks and take notes on any page. 
Education-> Volume 226/June '96                            
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 226/June '96            

Legends & Folklore HyperTextBook
                                                                              

This HyperCard file is legendary. Read through sixty different legends and folklore tales.
Includes Ali Baba, Paul Bunyan, mermaid and more. Jump to easy topics easy through 
the HyperCard interface.
Children's-> Volume 227/July '96                          



Measure for Measure                      
                                                                              

Enjoy reading Shakespeare's famous Measure for Measure with this 
HyperCard stack. It contains the complete text of the play, arranged by scene. Add 
bookmarks for important passages and use the search features to find specific words or
phrases. Bring up a note window to take notes on any page.
Education-> Volume 227/July '96                            

Online English Handbook 1.2.1 
                                                                              

English reference 
This program is a reference guide for the English language. It contains rules for 
capitalization, punctuation, grammar and more. Just click on a topic and 
complete rules and examples are given.    
* Extensive examples 
* Informative explanations 
* Clear and concise 
(Application by Dr. Dennis Clausen and Tom Haglund) 
New Member Volume XXI-> Education                        
New Member Volume XXI-> Latest & Greatest        

Pericles, Prince of Tyre            
                                                                              

Read the complete text to William Shakespeare's play, Pericles, Prince of Tyre. This 
HyperCard stack is arranged by scene to make it easy to read. Copy text directly from 
the stack and paste it into other documents. Search for any text, add bookmarks and 
take notes on any page. 
Education-> Volume 224/April '96                          

The Winter's Tale v1.0                
                                                                              

The complete text of William Shakespeare's play, A Winter's Tale, arranged by scene. 
Take notes on any page or set bookmarks to remember where you left off. You can even
print any scene. 
Education-> Volume 225/May '96                              

Two Gentlemen of Verona              



                                                                              

Read the complete text of William Shakespeare's Two Gentlemen of Verona. This 
HyperCard stack is organized by scene. Set bookmarks, search for text and take notes. 
If you like Shakespeare, this program is for you. 
Education-> Volume 223/March '96                          

Verbs and Nouns 1.1                      
                                                                              

Language database 
Practice verbs and nouns with this excellent database. This program works with many 
languages. Enter your own word list with tense and meaning. It uses this information for 
several testing features.    
* Create multiple databases 
* Group words into sets 
* Customize the word display 
* Password protection 
* Includes built-in testing feature 
(Application by Jacek Iwanski) 
Education-> Volume 232/December '96                    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 232/December '96    


